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Abstract— Manual processing of recorded EEG data for
characteristics like epileptic spikes is very time
consuming since the recording of EEG for a longer
duration producing enormous amount of data. Therefore,
automated systems are required to speed up the
processing. In the current work, a classificat ion method
has been proposed for detecting the epileptic spikes in
the recorded EEG data by using Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) and has been named LDASpike. The
prerecorded EEG data files were used as input to
LDASpike and the output produced was the total
number of spikes present in each EEG file. The
proposed method results on an average sensitivity 100%
and selectivity 95.38%, when the train ing and testing
data were same. Ho wever, with four fo ld crossvalidation applied in this work, the sensitivity and
selectivity were achieved as 98.45% and 96.06%,
respectively, on an average. Though a little time init ially
is spent to train the system but the result produced by the
system is very promising and can be compared with the
existing standard methods. This system can also works
with the real time recording and processing for a clinical
setup.
Index
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INTRODUCTION

Ep ilepsy is a very commonly found chronic
neurological d isorder. It is the tendency to have
recurrent seizure, which tends to occur spontaneously. It
affects people of all ages, races, social classes and
ability groups. Epilepsy is not only very harmful but
delayed treatment may lead to death of the person
suffering with it [1] [2]. Moreover, epilepsy cannot be
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

cured completely but it can be controlled. In the brain
signal or electroencephalogram (EEG), this disorder is
primarily reflected as spike patterns. These spikes are a
symptom of abnormal neuronal activity that takes place
in the brain. The epileptic spikes are seen as very sharp
changes in the EEG amp litude in a short interval of time.
So, the recognition of these patterns becomes important
for providing a better treatment to the patient suffering
with epilepsy.
Manual searching for a particular characteristic like
spikes present in EEG records, becomes very time
consuming due to volu minous nature of EEG data. Since
human errors cannot be ignored therefore, manual
inspection is inefficient and inaccurate too. Considering
these limitations of manual processing of EEG data, to
recognize the spike pattern present in EEG in real time,
automated systems are needed. These automated
systems helps doctors and clinicians in taking correct
and fast decision related to the treatment of the patient of
epilepsy. A large nu mber of methods have been
developed for the detection of epileptic spikes. Earlier a
number of methods based on several statistical
approaches had been proposed [3] [4] [5]. The
recognition rates of epileptic spike obtained from these
statistical methods was not very satisfactory. Fuzzy logic
based algorith ms was proposed by Inan and co-workers
[6] pro mises a better recognition rate of EEG spike.
Time frequency analysis and wavelet transform have
been applied successfully for automatic recognition of
epileptic spike in EEG [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. The
application of artificial neural network (A NN) along
with wavelet transform and genetic algorith m is widely
found in epileptic spike recognition procedures [12] [13]
[14] [15] [16] [17]. However, application of these softcomputing tools for spike recognition is having there on
merits as well as limitation. No doubt they produce
better spike recognition rate than the statistical methods
used earlier but the ANN based system, init ially must be
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given intensive training. The wavelet t ransform is
applied on a window of specified size of EEG data and
need more co mputation, make it not suitable for using in
real time system. Genetic algorith m is one of the best
optimization technique found in engineering but there
direct applicat ion in signal for pattern recognition is
difficult.
Recently, so me other non-conventional computing
approaches have also been demonstrated that shown
competitive results compared to the tradit ional soft
computing approaches in recognition of ep ileptic spikes.
Among them, the Determin istic Finite Automata (DFA)
based automated epileptic spikes recognition approaches
have demonstrated to have very fast and good spike
recognition rate[18] [19] [20] [21] [22]. In another
approach, a method for spike detection by eliminating
the false positive present in the data, instead of
concentrating on the characteristics of the spike patterns
has also been proposed[23]. The results that were
obtained using these methods were imp ressive and better
than those achieved by prior methods. These methods
have added advantages of requirement of very less
computation make them suitable for application in real
time systems. However, the higher recognition rate of
epileptic spike pattern is still a big question.
A review of availab le literature revealed that Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and its variants are widely
used to solve the complex classification problems
associated with the highly non-linear and dynamic brain
signals. With equal covariance matrix for two classes,
LDA assumes normal d istribution of the data and
effectively maximizes the distance between two class
means and min imizes the interclass variance. This
technique has a very low co mputational requirement that
presents it as a suitable tool for the online and real-time
classification problem[24] [25]. Large nu mber of
applications of LDA has been observed with EEG
signals in the area of Brain-Co mputer Interfaces (BCI).
However, instead of its effect ive application as event
classifier in EEG, the application o f LDA in epileptic
spike recognition is still very scanty[26] [27] [28].
Considering the merits of LDA in brain-signal
classification tasks, in the present work, an LDA based
classification method, the LDASpike is proposed for the
identification of epileptic spikes.

II.

METHODS & MATERIALS

2.1 Data recording and preprocessing
The pre-recorded data were taken fro m Sinha et al.[15]
was used in this study. The brief methodology for EEG
spike generation as well as data recording procedure is
presented here. The EEG data files containing
experimentally generated epileptic spikes were recorded
fro m male Charles Foster rats weighing between 200250 grams. EEG recording electrodes were imp lanted on
the rat’s head under Urethane (Sig ma, USA) anesthesia
(1.5 g m/kg i.p.). To induce epileptic seizures, 50 units of
Benzy l Penicillin in a volu me of 10 ml were injected 2
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

mm below the cortical surface of the parietal region of
the brain. The intracerebral in jection of the above
mentioned dose of Benzy l Penicillin induces
spontaneous seizure in itiation just after 3-5 minutes of
injection. Three stainless steel screw electrodes of 1 mm
diameter soldered with flexible radio wires were
implanted ext radurally. Two electrodes for EEG
recordings were p laced on the frontal and occipital part
of the skull and one reference electrode was placed on
the anterior most part of the skull.
The EEG signals were recorded for two minutes in
separate data files to the computer hard d isk after
digitization of the traces at 256 samples/second. The
data were collected using the Visual Lab-M software
(ADLink Technology Inc., Taiwan). Following the
recording, whole data were preprocessed for removal of
baseline shift and band pass filtered using an infinite
impulse response (IIR) 4th order Butterworth filter with
a lower cutoff of 0.25 Hz and a higher cutoff of 35
Hz[29] [30]. For the present work, the data files
containing epileptic spike patterns were selected, while
the seizure patterns were ignored intentionally. The
experimental procedures in this study had been
conducted in compliance with the committee for the
purpose of control and supervision of experiments on
animals, India as well as with internal institutional
policies and guidelines.
2.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
The LDA is a linear feature extraction method
commonly known as ‘Fisher’s Linear Discriminant’[31]
[32]. It is a statistical approach for supervised
dimensionality reduction and classification. The LDA
computes an optimal transformation (projection) by
minimizing the with in-class distance and maximizing
the between-class distance simultaneously, thus
achieving maximu m class discrimination. The optimal
transformation in LDA can be readily co mputed by
applying Eigen decomposition on the so-called scatter
matrices[33]. It has been used widely in many
applications involving high-dimensional data. It easily
handles the cases, where the within-class frequencies are
unequal and their performances have been examined on
randomly generated test data. This method maximizes
the ratio of between-class variance to the within-class
variance in any particu lar data set thereby guaranteeing
maximal separability. The main objective of LDA is to
perform dimensionality reduction while preserving as
much of the class discriminatory information as possible.
It is conventionally accepted that the LDA works
efficiently with normally distributed data. Hence, the
nature of the recorded EEG data was tested and the test
sample for one data file is presented in figure 1. It can be
observed that the histogram plotting of the data shows
the desired bell-shape pattern.
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using any available tool like MS-Excel, Spike patterns
can easily be identified. Fro m the observations, it was
found that the average duration of a spike pattern
contains 36 contiguous data points in it. Therefore, a
subset (36 data points) of recorded EEG that lies in a
spike pattern was taken as an element for the
‘Spike_EEG’ class. Such forty samples of spike patterns
for class ‘Spike_EEG’ were collected. In a similar
manner, forty samp les of non-spike EEG data, i.e.,
background EEG data of 36 data points each were
chosen for the ‘Non_Spike EEG’ class.
Four features are selected fro m each sample to yield a
new samp le. The features that were chosen are as
follows:
Figure 1: Histogram plotting of a sample EEG data file used in the
training and testing of the LDASpike.

• Mean Value is the ratio of sum of EEG amp litude to
the number of data points (i.e., 36).

2.3 Design of LDASpike
In the current work, a system based on LDA has been
designed to recognize the epileptic spikes. For the
purpose of classification, LDA finds a vector so that the
samples in the classes are best separated. This vector can
then be used for classifying other samp les as well. In
order to design an LDA based classifier, firstly, the
direction (or vector) called project ion vector (W) must
be calculated on wh ich the features in a sample will be
projected, and secondly, a threshold value (YT) obtained
after project ion should be selected that will best
distinguish the samples. Therefore, the design procedure
of the spike data classifier LDASpike contains the
method of obtaining W and YT. The design and
functionality of the LDASpike are d ivided into two
modules ‘get_W Module’ and ‘use_W Module’ as
shown in figure 2. The co mplete functionality of the
LDASpike has been presented in Appendix – 1.
get_W Module
Training Data
(40 samples of
spike and nonspike
data
each)

• Mean Absolute Value is the ratio of sum of the
magnitude of EEG amp litude to the number of data
points (i.e., 36).

W Producer

Vector
W
Spike
Classifier

EEG data

Details of
classified
Spike data

use_W Module
LDAspike

Figure 2: Block diagram of classifier LDASpike.

(a) get_W Module: In this module, the projection vector
‘W’ and the threshold value ‘YT’ are calcu lated. To
obtain the ‘W’ and ‘YT ’, first two classes of EEG data viz.
‘Spike_EEG’ and ‘Non_Spike EEG’, were created. The
class ‘Spike_EEG’ contains EEG data with spike pattern
and the ‘Non_Spike EEG’ class contains EEG
background data. By plotting the EEG data in a graph
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

• Positive Slope Change is the total number of lines
connecting two consecutive data points in a sample
for which the value of slope is greater than ‘tan 85º’[18]
[19] [20]
.
• Negative Slope Changes is the number of lines
connecting two consecutive data points in a sample
for which the value of slope is less than ‘-tan 85º’[18]
[19] [20]
.
These parameters were selected for epileptic spike
recognition as the similar types of statistical parameters
have been used earlier [16]. Further, it has been
statistically analy zed that, these parameters have
significant differences in spike patterns in comparison to
the background EEG. For each element of the two
classes ‘Spike_ EEG’ and ‘Non Spike EEG’, the above
mentioned four features were calculated and stored in
two 40 × 4 matrices ‘X1’ and ‘X2’ respectively. Each
row of ‘X1’ and ‘X2’ matrices contains the four features
of corresponding elements of the classes ‘Spike_EEG’
and ‘Non_Spike EEG’. The average of four features
stored in matrices ‘X1’ and ‘X2’ was calculated and
stored in two 1×4 matrices ‘u1’ and ‘u2’ using the
following equations:
u 1 =mean(X1 ) and

(1)

u 2 =mean(X2 )

(2)

Where, mean ( ) is a function that calculates the
average column wise in a matrix for all colu mns.
In the next step, the calculated mean matrices were
subtracted row wise for each sample in classes ‘X1’ and
‘X2’ for zero-error correction as:
X1 = X1 – u 1 and

(3)

X2 = X2 – u 2

(4)

After subtracting the average from each sample,
transpose of ‘X1’ and ‘X2’ was calcu lated as follo ws:
TX1 = transpose(X1 ) and

(5)
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TX2 = transpose(X2 )

(6)

Where, transpose( ) is a function that yields transpose
of a mat rix. In the next step the scatter matrices ‘S1’ and
‘S2’ of size 4 × 4 were calculated as:
S 1 = TX1 × X1 and

(7)

S 2 = TX2 × X2

(8)

Next calculat ion gives a with in class scatter matrix
‘S w’ of size 4 × 4.
Sw = S1 + S2

(9)

Once ‘Sw’ is obtained, the projection vector ‘W’,
which is a 4 × 1 mat rix, was obtained using the
following equation:
W = inverse(S w) × transpose(u 1 – u2 )

(10)

Where, inverse( ) function yields the inverse of a
matrix.
Such obtained projection vector ‘W’ was then
converted to a unit vector by dividing it with its
magnitude as shown below:
W = W / norm(W)

(11)

Where, norm( ) function gives the magnitude of a
vector.
The transpose of mat rices is done to ensure that the
matrices are co mfortable for mu ltip lication. Thus, the
calculated unit vector ‘W’ is our pro jection vector upon
which the four calculated features of an EEG sample of
36 contiguous data point will be projected. Next task is
to find the value of ‘YT’, which will best separate the
spike and non-spike EEG data on ‘W’.
To obtained the value of ‘YT’, now the EEG data
fro m the test data files were pro jected on the projection
vector ‘W’ by taking a window of 36 contiguous data
points at a time. The project ion values ‘Y’ for a window
of 36 contiguous data point of EEG data was obtained
by calculating its four features and mult iplying it with
the transpose of the projection vector ‘W’ as shown
below.
Y = transpose(W) × X

(12)

Where, ‘X’ is a 4×1 matrix made up of four features
calculated fro m the widow of 36 contiguous data points
of EEG.
In the same manner, entire EEG data of the test data
file was projected on the pro jection vector ‘W’.
Different values of ‘Y’ that were considered for ‘YT’
and for each considered value of ‘YT’ the number of
recognized spikes by the LDASpike was recorded. The
same procedure was applied for all the EEG data files,
which were used for training purposes. The 4-fold cross
validation method has been applied for t rain ing and
testing of LDASpike. In this way each data file was
tested twice (with different train ing sets) when they were
not used for training. For each test data files, the nu mber
of spikes present was also counted manually that are
listed in the same table. It was observed that the
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

LDASpike produces optimized results for spike
recognition using value ‘YT’ = 0.9.
Thus, the projection vector ‘W’ and the threshold
value ‘YT’ were obtained. These obtained parameters
are sent to the use_W Module, where they are used for
recognition of the spike present in the EEG data.
(b) use_W Module: In this module, the projection
vector ‘W’ and the threshold value ‘YT ’ obtained in the
get_W module are used for spike recognition. The input
EEG data file is processed and the occurrences of the
spike in it are recorded. At the end of processing of the
EEG data file, a report is generated that contains
informat ion about the recorded EEG spike.
2.4 Design of LDASpike
The spike recognition process starts with an objective
of obtaining the projection vector ‘W’ that will result in
an optimized classification of the inputs. And the
threshold value ‘YT’. The method of calculat ing ‘W’
and ‘YT’ is described above in the design of LDASpike
module. After ‘W’ and ‘YT’ were obtained, samp les
were taken fro m each EEG data file. The window was
positioned at the start of the file and the four features
that have been listed before were extracted fro m the data
present in that window. These four features serve as an
input sample ‘X’ for the LDASpike. Inside the
LDASpike, these four features are projected onto the
vector ‘W’. Based upon the threshold value ‘YT’ that
was previously chosen, the decision is made whether the
input sample ‘X’ represents a spike or a non-spike
pattern. If the sample contained a spike pattern, the start
and the end index of the window was noted. Then next
window fro m the EEG data file is selected by shifting it
36 data point to the right and same procedure is applied.
There is a possibility that a spike was chopped partially
into two contiguous windows. In such cases the
LDASpike will recognize both the windows as windows
containing spike though effectively only one spike is
present in the data. In such cases only one of the spikes
was counted.
The confusion matrix as suggested by Han &
Kamber[34], fo r a sample test data file ‘2.DAT’ having
‘spike’ and ‘non-spike’ classes has been given in table 1.
The terminologies used in the table are described below:
TABLE 1: Confusion Matrix for a sample test data file 2.DAT having
‘spike’ and ‘non-spike’ classes.
Predicted Class

Actual
Class

spike

non-spike

spike

31

0

non-spike

1

3101

Keys:
True positive (tp)

31

True negative(tn)

3101

False positive(fp)

1

False negative(fn)

0
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• True positive (tp) – The nu mber of spikes counted
manually is ‘tp’ or the number of spikes counted
correctly by the LDASpike
• True negative (tn) – The nu mber non-spike window
counted by the LDASpike
• False positive (fp) – The nu mber of non-spike data
counted as spike
• False negative (fn) – The nu mber of spike patterns
recognized as non-spike data
• These parameters are further used for the calculations
of following performance indicators[35] [36]:
No. of spikes counted by LDASpike = tp + fp

(13)

Sensitivity (Se) = tp / (tp + fn)

(14)

Selectiv ity (Sl) = tp / (tp + fp)

(15)

III. RESULTS
The LDASpike broadly works in two steps. First, it
takes samples of 40 spike and 40 non-spike data fro m
the EEG data files used for train ing, extracts the required
features and finds the projection vector ‘W’ and then, a
threshold value ‘YT’ is chosen in the second part. Once
these parameters are calcu lated, EEG data files are given
as input to the LDASpike, It counts the number of spikes
present in it. In two d ifferent ways, the LDASp ike was
trained and tested.
In the first method, it was trained with the sample
taken fro m all the 10 EEG data files. During the training
when the projection vector ‘W’ was obtained, the data
fro m the training set were pro jected on it and for
different value of ‘Y’, taken as ‘YT’ the number of
spike recognized by the LDASpike was recorded as
presented in the table 2. In the second method, the
LDASpike was trained and tested with 4-fo ld cross
validation method, where the different data sets have
been used for training and test purposes. During the
training, several values of ‘Y’, were considered for ‘YT’
and for each considered value, the nu mber o f recognized
spike was recorded as given in table 3.
TABLE 2: Details of spike recognized by LDASpike for different
values of Y, when the same set of data files was used for training and
testing.

45

It was observed in the both methods of training of
the LDASp ike that the value of ‘Y = 0.9’, considered as
‘YT’ produces best classification of spike and non-spike
data that matches with the result produced by the manual
classification process. Therefore, the threshold value
‘YT’ for classification was taken as 0.9. In the case of 4fold cross validation method of train ing and testing, each
file fro m the test data set was tested twice with different
set of training data. The result of testing of each data file
has been tabulated in table 4. It can be noted that the
sensitivity and the selectivity of spike recognition
remains constant in most of the cases for the same test
data file, though they were tested by LDASp ike trained
with different sets of training data. However, exceptions
were also found, which have been shown in bold
characters in this table.
During the training and testing of LDASpike, a
sample of the waveform labeled ‘non-spike’ was
wrongly recognized as a spike by LDASpike is
presented in figure 3. These waveforms are not
considered as spikes because time-interval for the
corresponding change in EEG amp litude is much more
than those of spikes. The proposed method results on an
average sensitivity 100% and selectivity 95.38%, when
the training and testing data were same as given in table
5. Ho wever, with four fold cross-validation applied in
this work, the sensitivity and selectivity were achieved
as 98.45% and 96.06%, respectively, on an average as
shown in table 6.
Table 3: The training and the testing of the LDASpike was done with
4-fold cross validation method with different values of Y. In this
method, the tested data files were not used for the training. This has
been achieved by using training data sets (a) 1.DAT – 5.DAT; (b)
6.DAT – 10.DAT; (c) 4.DAT – 8.DAT and (d) 1.DAT, 2.DAT, 3.DAT,
9.DAT and 10.DAT. In this way each data file was tested twice when
they were not used for training.
(a)
Tested Manually
Files Counted

Training data files: 1.DAT – 5.DAT
(b)
LDASpike Count

Y=0.6 Y=0.7 Y=0.8 Y=0.9 Y=1.0 Y=1.1 Y=1.2 Y=1.3 Y=1.4

6.DAT

19

21

19

19

17

9

2

1

1

0

7.DAT

18

18

18

18

18

8

4

2

2

0

8.DAT

21

22

22

21

21

18

7

2

1

0

9.DAT

15

18

17

17

16

15

6

3

2

2

10.DAT

6

9

8

6

6

4

1

1

1

1

(b) Training data files: 6.DAT – 10.DAT
File
Name

LDASpike Count

Manually
Counted
Y=0.8

1.DAT
2.DAT
3.DAT
4.DAT
5.DAT
6.DAT
7.DAT
8.DAT
9.DAT
10.DAT

38
32
23
21
19
19
18
21
16
6

Y=0.9

Y=1.0

Y=1.1

39
39
39
38
33
33
33
32
26
26
24
24
22
21
21
21
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
22
21
21
21
17
17
17
17
7
7
6
6
YT = 0.9 is chosen for the classification purpose
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Y=1.2
38
32
23
21
19
19
18
21
16
6

Y=1.3 Y=1.4
38
32
23
19
19
19
18
21
16
6

38
30
18
15
14
16
14
21
15
6

Tested Manually
Files Counted

LDASpike Count
Y=0.6 Y=0.7 Y=0.8 Y=0.9 Y=1.0 Y=1.1 Y=1.2 Y=1.3 Y=1.4

1.DAT

38

40

39

39

39

39

38

38

38

38

2.DAT

31

35

34

33

33

32

32

32

32

31

3.DAT

23

31

28

26

24

24

24

24

23

18

4.DAT

21

25

23

22

21

21

21

21

18

15

5.DAT

19

24

20

19

19

19

19

19

18

17
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(c) Training data files: 4.DAT – 8.DAT

Table 4: Categorical data analysis of spikes counted for Y = YT = 0.9,
when the LDASpike was trained with 4-fold cross validation method,
where different sets of EEG data files were used for training and
testing. Each data file was tested twice when they were not used for
training.

LDASpike Count
Tested Manually
Files Counted
Y=0.6 Y=0.7 Y=0.8 Y=0.9 Y=1.0 Y=1.1 Y=1.2 Y=1.3 Y=1.4

1.DAT

38

40

40

39

39

39

38

38

38

31

37

35

34

33

33

33

33

32

32

3.DAT

23

36

31

28

26

26

24

24

24

24

10.DAT

15

6

26

20

22

15

19

11

16

9

16

7

16

7

16

7

16

7

Manually
Counted

LDASpike
Counted

Sensitivity
(%)

Slectivity
(%)

1.DAT

38

39

38 1

0

39

1.DAT

38

39

38 1

0

39

38

100

97.44

38

100

97.44

2.DAT

31

33

31 2

0

2.DAT

31

33

31 2

0

33

31

100

93.94

33

31

100

3.DAT

23

24

23 1

93.94

0

24

23

100

95.83

3.DAT

23

26

4.DAT

21

21

23 3

0

26

23

100

88.46

21 0

0

21

21

100

100

4.DAT

21

5.DAT

19

20

20 0

1

20

21

95.24

100

19

19 0

0

19

19

100

5.DAT

100

19

18

18 0

1

18

19

94.74

100

6.DAT

19

17

17 0

2

17

19

89.47

100

6.DAT

19

17

17 0

2

17

19

89.47

100

7.DAT

18

18

18 0

0

18

18

100

100

7.DAT

18

18

18 0

0

18

18

100

100

8.DAT

21

21

21 0

0

21

21

100

100

8.DAT

21

21

21 0

0

21

21

100

100

9.DAT

15

16

15 1

0

16

15

100

93.75

9.DAT

15

16

15 1

0

16

15

100

93.75

10.DAT

6

6

6

0

0

6

6

100

100

10.DAT

6

9

6

3

0

9

6

100

66.67

tp fp fn tp+fn tp+fp

38

2.DAT

9.DAT

Samples

16

7

(d) Training data files: 1.DAT, 2.DAT, 3.DAT, 9.DAT and 10.DAT

LDASpike Count
Tested Manually
Files Counted
Y=0.6 Y=0.7 Y=0.8 Y=0.9 Y=1.0 Y=1.1 Y=1.2 Y=1.3 Y=1.4

4.DAT

21

23

23

22

20

13

6

0

0

0

5.DAT

19

22

19

19

18

12

1

1

1

0

6.DAT

19

21

19

19

17

9

2

1

1

0

7.DAT

18

18

18

18

18

8

4

2

2

0

8.DAT

21

22

22

21

21

18

7

2

1

0

Table 5: Categorical data analysis of spikes counted for Y = YT = 0.9,
when the LDASpike was trained and test with all the 10 EEG data files.
The achieved Sensitivity and Selectivity were found 100% and 95.38%,
respectively.

File
Name

Manually LDAspike
Sensitivity Slectivity
tp f p f n tp+f n Tp+f p
Counted
Count
(% )
(% )

1.DAT

38

39

38 1 0

38

39

100

97.44

2.DAT

31

33

31 2 0

31

33

100

93.93

3.DAT

23

26

23 3 0

23

26

100

88.46

4.DAT

21

21

21 0 0

21

21

100

100

5.DAT

19

19

19 0 0

19

19

100

100

6.DAT

19

19

19 0 0

19

19

100

100

7.DAT

18

18

18 0 0

18

18

100

100

8.DAT

21

21

21 0 0

21

21

100

100

9.DAT

15

17

15 2 0

15

17

100

88.24

10.DAT

6

7

6

6

7

100

85.71

100

95.38

Arithmetic Mean

1 0

Figure 3: Waveform labeled ‘Not a Spike’ was recognized as a spike in
2.DAT .
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Table 6: The average Sensitivity and Selectivity calculated for each
data file.
EEG FILE

Sensitivity (%)

Selectivity (%)

1.DAT

100

97.44

2.DAT

100

93.94

3.DAT

100

92.15

4.DAT

97.62

100

5.DAT

97.37

100

6.DAT

89.47

100

7.DAT

100

100

8.DAT

100

100

9.DAT

100

93.75

10.DAT

100

83.33

AVERAGE

98.45

96.06

IV. DISCUSSION
Ep ilepsy is a chronic neurological disorder, which is
characterized by the init iation with epileptic spikes and
its train. These spikes are sharp changes in the EEG
amp litude that occur in a very short time span. Several
methods have been proposed for the recognition of
epileptic spikes. Among them, the concept of artificial
neural networks (A NN), t ime-frequency based
approaches and fuzzy logic techniques are broadly
demonstrated to have very good recognition rates. In
recent years, the application of DFA as an alternative
non-conventional approach in this area has also been
reported with high recognition rates[18] [19] [20] [21]
[22] as well as the Genetic A lgorith m based approaches
are also suggested[17] [37]. The sensitivity of spike
recognition algorith m achieved by Goelz and coworkers was 84%[38]. So me p reviously proposed
algorith ms for spike detection have better sensitivity that
has reached to 90% and 97%[39] [40]. Recently in 2009,
MLP classifier proposed by Kutlu et. al. produced
average sensitivity-selectivity (90.8%) and average
sensitivity-specificity (ASenSpe) (94.9%)[41]. However,
none of them have reported to achieve more than 99%
recognition of ep ileptic spikes and simu ltaneously
require substantially high co mputational time.
In this work, the signal data file is given to the
designed algorith m, LDASpike, directly for epileptic
spike recognition task. It processes the signal in run time
by taking a window of 36 data points at a time and
extracts the four features fro m it. These features are then
transferred to the recognizer module of the algorithm.
Based on the values of the extracted features, the
recognizer module takes decision about the presence of
spike in the current window. This process of feature
extractions involves very simple co mputational methods
having negligib le co mp lexity and hence takes very less
time for decision making. Therefore, this process can be
easily opted in a system designed for online processing.
With the presented algorithm, we ach ieved a very high
spike recognition rate. The average sensitivity and the
selectivity were achieved as 98.45% and 96.06%,
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respectively, for the unknown data files, while, the
LDASpike presented average 100% sensitivity and
95.38% selectivity with the test data sets used for
training as well. These results are highly encouraging
when co mpared with other co mp lex and non-linear
methods used earlier for the EEG spike identification.
The result obtained by the LDASpike has been
compared with the result produced by the manual
inspection for each input EEG data files. However, there
can be different opinion among the experts regard ing the
definit ion of a specific pattern present in EEG and
epileptic spike patterns are not the exception[42]. A lso
the human error during the manual inspection cannot be
ignored. Therefore, a team of four experts together has
manually inspected the EEG data files for the present
spike patterns in it and thus the result obtained has been
used for comparison with system obtained results. In
clin ical decision making, in which very large size of data
files need to be processed at a same time to generate the
clin ically viab le output, a very high recognition rate
fro m the classifier is essentially required. However,
apart fro m this high recognition rate the computational
time involved in making the decision is another very
important criterion, which cannot be ignored, rather, it
has the edged priority over the classification accuracy.
In another words, it can be suggested that the faster
computation for clin ical decision making has an
advantage over the marginal enhancement in the
classification accuracy by designing a complex
classification method.
LDA proves to be very pro mising and has been used
in many works very successfully in the realm of feature
classification problems. It is very effect ive in two class
feature classification and widely used in BCI for
processing brain signals and is proved as a very good
tool for online processing. However, rarely used for the
identification of ep ileptic spikes[26] [27] [28]. In the
current work, presence of epileptic spikes in EEG data is
detected. This problem is easily mapped to a two class
feature classificat ion problem. In a specified size of
window, if a spike is present then it is the first class of
feature otherwise the background EEG data is treated as
the second class of features. In the current work, LDA
has been used in the design of epileptic spike
recognition system called LDASp ike. It is an offline
system wh ich works in the laboratorial setup of
computer science and engineering. Due to some ethical
issues the epileptic people cannot be used for the
research methodologies in common computational
laboratories for recording, testing and design of epileptic
spike recognizers. Thus, the designed LDASp ike was
tested with the prerecorded and preprocessed EEG data
with the pre-recorded signal data files. However, the
successful application of LDA in design of online BCI
systems is found widely and thus it is believed that if the
ethical issues can be resolved, the LDA based spike
recognizer LDASpike, which works as an offline
recognizer right now, can also be used suitably in
clin ical setup for the development of fast and accurate
online recognition system for the epileptic spikes.
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V.

CONCLUSION

Ep ileptic Spike recognition has been achieved
earlier by various approaches of time-frequency methods.
In the present work, the recognition rate is superior to
the methods that have been proposed earlier. The system
that has been designed uses the concept of LDA, which
is a classification method used in dimensionality
reduction. Hence, it has been named as LDASpike.
Train ing is an important prerequisite in this work
because the classificat ion can commence only after the
training has been done. On an average, very high
sensitivity and selectivity were achieved in this method
that may prov ide a p latform for the develop ment of a
smart diagnostic tool for the epileptic spikes.
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Appendi x-1: A lgorith m for ‘LDASpike’
procedure get_W( )
window←36
threshold ←0.5
m←n←0
X1←X2←zeros(40,4)
// Ext racting features
for nu m←file1 to file10
f←load(nu m)
j←0
while(true)
j←j+1
if((j+window-1)>length(f(:,1))
break
endif
slope←(f(j+1,2)-f(j,2))/(f(j+1,1)-f(j,1))
// atan( ) gives the inverse tangent of a value
theta←abs(atan(slope)*180* 7/22)
if(theta>85 & max(f(j:j+window1,2))>threshold & n<40)
// Spike Data
n←n+1
// making class X1
X1(n,1)←mean(f(j:(j+window -1),2))
X1(n,2)←mean(abs(f(j:(j+window 1),2)))
for z←j to j+window -1
slope←(f(z+1,2)-f(z,2))/(f(z+1,1)-f(z,1))
theta←atan(slope)*180* 7/22
if(theta>85)
X1(n,3) ←X1(n,3)+1
elseif(theta<-85)
X1(n,4) ←X1(n,4)+1
endif
endfor
j←j+window-1
// mod(x,y) g ives the remainder when
x is divided by y
if(mod(n,4)=0)
break
endif
elseif(m<40 & m-n <2)
// Non Spike Data
m←m+1
// making class X2
X2(m,1)← mean(f(j:j+window -1,2))
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X2(m,2)← mean(abs(f(j:j+window -1,2)))
for z←j to j+window -1
slope←(f(z+1,2)f(z,2))/(f(z+1,1)-f(z,1))
// making class X2

endif
X(1,1)←mean(f(j:(j+window -1),2))
X(1,2)←mean(abs(f(j:(j+window 1),2)))
X(1,3)←X(1,4)←0
for z←j to j+window -1
slope←f(z+1,2)-f(z,2))/(f(z+1,1)-f(z,1)
theta←atan(slope)*180* 7/22
if(theta>85)

theta←atan(slope)*180* 7/22
if(theta>85)
X2(m,3)← X2(m,3)+1
elseif(theta<-85)

X(1,3)←X(1,3)+1
elseif(theta<-85)

X2(m,4)← X2(m,4)+1
endif
endfor
j←j+window-1
endif
endwhile
endfor
// Applying LDA for the 2 classes X1 and X2
u1←mean(X1)
u2←mean(X2)
x1← x2←zeros(40,4)
for i←1 to 4
x1(:,i)← X1(:,i) -u1(i)
x2(:,i)← X2(:,i) -u2(i)
endfor
// transpose( ) and inverse( ) y ield the transpose
and inverse of the matrices
S1←(transpose(x1)* x1)
S2←(transpose(x2)* x2)
Sw←S1+S2
W←inverse(Sw)* (transpose(u1-u2))
// norm( ) y ields the magnitude of the vector
W←W/norm(W)
procedure use_W( )
Y1←Y2←zeros(40,1)
for i←1 to 40
Y1(i)← X1(i,:)*W
Y2(i)← X2(i,:)*W
endfor
// See how the values of Y1 and Y2 are
distributed and choose a threshold value
// Y=0.9 was chosen as threshold in our case
// Vectors Y1 and Y2 are pro jected on a unit-vector
along X axis
// The value Y=0.9 was chosen to discriminate
the spike and non-spike data
end
window←36
X←zeros(1,4)
result←zeros(10,1)
for nu m←file1 to file10
f←load(nu m)
j←1
n←window_end←0
while(true)
if((j+window-1)>length(f(:,1)))
break
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X(1,4)←X(1,4)+1
endif
endfor
// Applying LDA
Y←X*W
if(Y>0.9)
n←n+1
if(window_end=j)
n←n-1
endif
window_end←j
endif
j←j+10
endwhile
result(num)←n
endfor
end
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